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1. The Project-team Game

1.1 Aim
The players in the game are the set of participants in a particular CROFT Workspace. In CROFT ProjectPier 
implementations. These participants are the the members of  the  “Company”.

A member embers can seek access to restricted (gated) projects defined within the specific Company’s Virtual 
Collaborative workspace (i.e., the game board) by placing tokens owned by him/her at the “input places” to 
those spaces within the current instantiation of the workspace .

A player can gain access to, and participate in, a Project team if his/her current attributes (as defined on the 
token) match the predicates of the  rules that control the gate to that space (then the gate opens as the player 
gains access permissions). The relevant rules and access permissions, is managed by the player (with per-
mission set to manage own projects) who defined and set up the particular project.

1.2 Players’ Tokens
Each token possesses the attributes that a player with administrative privileges (typically this will be a the 
Cluster manager) assigns to the player that owns the token. In addition, the token has various attributes 
gained through his or her previous history of playing the Project-team game (has successfully participated in 
team#n, in accord with the obligations, responsibilities, rights defined in Memorandum of Understanding #n ).

At any place in the game, a token’s status is one of the following: 

new member, 

Voyager (full) member; member

Initiator member  - can manage his or her own projects, 

administrator (company membership manager).  
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 Ð Token status = New member

Gate is open for a transition to the “Welcome” project where the new member must  describe his/her personal 
profile and sign a particular memorandum of understanding (MOU#n) as a precondition to gaining member-
ship in the company and potential access to its projects governed by MOU#n 

 Ð Token Status = Member (Voyager)

Gate is open to projects of team#n (token possess appropriate attributes including “has signed MOU#n”).

 Ð Token Status = Member (initiator)

Gate is open to projects of team#n (token possess appropriate attributes including “has signed MOU#n”).

In addition an initiator member can set up new projects in the company workspace, and create new teams 
who can join the (subset of the company’s members), by specifying the appropriate MOU – in effect extending 
MOU game board  (predicate-transition net). 

Note that Future CROFT implementations will provide a set of MOU templates and a context-based rule set 
to help a project initiator to construct the MOU that project team members need to sign up to in order to gain 
access permission to the project.

 Ð Token status = Administrator 

Administrator status conveys a “wild card”: all gates are open in the particular instantiation of the MOU game 
board 

Only company members with “administrator” token status can admit new members to the company and set 
their initial project access permissions.
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1.3 Structure of the MOU game-board       
  (predicate-transition net)
A network of interconnected gated transitions to various team’s projects arranged in a predicate- transition 
net , i.e., a place/transition net on which there is a “predicate-gate” located on the arc between the place and 
transition. Each player can only move his token from a place to a connected specific project workspace if his/
her token currently possesses the attributes which make the predicate=true (gate opens). The local net struc-
ture is created by, and can be modified by, the initiator member who created and is responsible for managing 
the connected project workspace. The fundamental local net structure building-block used in generating the 
structure of each instantiation of the MOU tool workspace-network, is the following:

1.4 Participation in a team’s projects
In the example shown in the diagram, a potential member of a specific project’s team can become a voyager 
– member of a specific project’s team, with access to, and participation in its “supersafe” virtual collaborative 
space  once he or she has signed up to the “memorandum of understanding – MOU” defining the terms and 
conditions of membership in the specific project team, covering obligations, responsibilities, and rights. All 
voyagers will have signed the same MOU, and the fundamental aim is to maintain mutual trust amongst the 
participants in the team and protection of individual and collective rights.
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1.4.1 Obligations

These are described formally in the MOU, obligations specify things a team member must not do in order to 
maintain mutual trust within the group: usually much of this is specified in the non-disclosure agreement (NDA) 
that forms part of the MOU. They must respect the rules for document disclosure according to the document 
categories defined in section 1.5

1.4.2 Responsibilities

These are described strategically in the MOU responsibilities and are activities the team member agrees to 
carry out as a condition of team membership, and the member is assumed to have discretion, agency and 
good judgement in how and when the are carried out .

1.4.3 Rights

Rights are shared within team (e.g, within the framework of a GNU or Creative Commons Type 3 licence – with 
attribution). The Background rights established by team members before signing up to the MOU should be 
specified in a “Background” Appendix to the MOU.  The MOU should also provide terms and conditions for the 
exploitation of new rights generated collectively through the activities of the team in the project.

1.5 MOU game functions available        
 at Administrator level only
1.5.1 MOU Game board structure building and editing

The initial structure of the MOU tool workspace-network is built by one or more of the Administrator level 
member’s (e.g, CADIC Cluster Facilitation team) prior to the start of the game period, by interconnecting ins-
tantiations of the fundamental building-block module described in section 1.3. This structure may be extended 
from time to time during the game period by initiator members adding local structure building blocks, according 
to new projects that they want to initiate (see section 1.3) during the game period. In addition, Administrator 
level members may edit the overall structure at any time.

1.5.2	 Attribute	definition	(for	predicates	and	players)

Attributes involved in the predicate controlling the gate to any particular transition (to project team workspace  
+ MOU sign-up for that project team) can be set by the company workspace administrator level members and 
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the initiator member of the specific workspace at any time before any voyager members have participated in 
the project workspace. These attributes should be reflected in the “preamble” section on the MOU which com-
pany members sign in order to join the particular Project team. Once there are voyager members participating 
within a team’s project workspace, the project initiator should gain the agreement of these voyager members 
in making any changes to the predicate controlling the gate to the project workspace, and amend the relevant 
MOU accordingly. Administrator level members have the responsibility to manage the company membership, 
specifying the initial attributes (access permissions) of each player.

2. Support functions provided by the MOU tool 
The MOU tool is an integrated component of the CADIC Web2.0 Platform: CROFT (CADIC relational Online 
Facilitation Toolset). In CADIC project pier implementations for SME clusters, it is  located within the project  
within the “SME CADIC resources project, available  to all members of the “company” for the implementation. 

Four principal classes of support are made available to participants in CADIC “company” ProjectPier work-
spaces and their constituent projects through use of the MOU tool. 

These are: 

1. MOU Construction guided by context-sensitive rules;

2. Context scenarios informing Predicate-Transition net building, governing access privileges to Project 
team membership, consonant with the relevant MOUs;

3. Company and Team membership management; 

4. Project content organization & bottom-up management: facilitation of intellectual capital flows.

2.1 MOU Content provision
The MOU tool provides a global MOU template comprising the following sections: Preamble, Obligations 
Responsibilities, Rights, Continuing membership conditions, together with two appendices: I, Background, II, 
Exploitation (conditions and licences for use outside the specific project context). 
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The MOU supports the development of content for each section in the following ways:

2.1.1 Preamble

This section describes the aims of the team, major activities and intended outputs to be produced through 
collaboration and IC flows within the team for the project (products, services, etc.). 

It also describes the attributes that a parson (i.e., MOU-game player’s token must possess) for that person 
(player) to be confirmed as a member of the team, and be assigned appropriate project access permissions.

In this respect the MOU Tool provides:

1. Support for constructing the predicate that controls the gateway to MOU sign-up, for people who would 
like to join the team (invitations for MOU sign-up are sent only to predicate-validated members).  When 
and if such invitations are sent is at the discretion of the project initiator.

2. A MetaOpticon® browser for text paragraphs describing the general characteristics of each type of 
attribute selected for inclusion in the MOU. 

2.1.2	 Obligations	of	team	members

These are described formally in this section of the MOU, which may include a Nondisclosure Agreement (NDA) 
subsection or appendix.  The MOU tool will provide a MetaOpticon® browser for text paragraphs describing 
the general characteristics of each type of obligation selected by the MOU constructor (with MetaOpticon-
specified guidance) for customisation and pasting into the Obligations section.

Obligations specify things a team member must not do in order to maintain mutual trust within the group: usu-
ally much of this is specified in the non-disclosure agreement (NDA). Text in the obligation section can also 
describe how team members must respect the rules governing document disclosure.

2.1.3	 Responsibilities	of	team	members	

These are described strategically in this section of the MOU. The MOU tool provides a MetaOpticon® browser 
for text paragraphs describing the general characteristics for each type of responsibility selected by the MOU 
constructor (with MetaOpticon-specified guidance) for customisation and pasting into the Obligations section.

Responsibilities are activities the team member agrees to carry out as a condition of team membership, the 
member is assumed to have discretion, agency and good judgement in how and when they are carried out. 
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2.1.4	 Rights	of	team	members	

These are described formally in this section of the MOU. The MOU tool provides a MetaOpticon® browser for 
text paragraphs describing the general characteristics for each type of rights selected by the MOU constructor 
(with MetaOpticon-specified guidance) for customisation and pasting into the Rights section. Three Types of 

Rights may be described in the text included in this section:

1. Rights shared within team concerning collaborative work and IC flows.  Guidance is provided on the 
customisation and use of a Creative Commons  “Attribution-Non Commercial” (CC-BY-NC) licence for 
this purpose in the specific project context (see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/)

2. Background rights, established by team members before signing up to the MOU. Background Rights 
on material available under Creative commons CC-BY-NC -ND (“no derivatives”) license to team mem-
bers for their project work. It also establishes a “Background” appendix to the MOU in which the MOU 
constructor initially describes the background material on which they want to establish rights  (e.g on 
material made available to team members for their project work under Creative Commons CC-BY-NC 
-ND “no derivatives” licence). Subsequently any company member, on signing up to the MOU in order 
to gain access permission, , may submit to the MOU constructor information about Background Rights 
material: this Background material is added to the text of the “Background” Appendix of the MOU, and 
existing members of the team are notified of its inclusion.

3. Terms and conditions for the exploitation of new rights generated collectively through the activities of 
the team in the project: The MOU tool provides, through MetaOpticon®, guidance on how to specify 
these, and also establishes an appendix containing the text of specific licenses for exploitation of 
Team- developed products and services, outside project and beyond project-development purposes: 
complementing the licence terms that apply only within the project, and are valid only for project deve-
lopment purposes.

2.1.5 Conditions Governing Continuing Membership 

This section describes the terms and conditions for remaining a member of the team and sanctions that may 
be applied if they are not met (e.g., breach of obligation). It also describes the continuing obligations and the 
continuing share in rights of a member who may elect to leave the team. It also describes how the attributes 

are reset on tokens owned by the member leaving the team.
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2.2 Context scenarios informing MOU       
  Predicate-Transition net building
A range of scenarios will be described in terms of contexts where there is  a need to establish a team, regu-
lated by a MOU: demonstrating how particular attributes are context-grounded and may be assessed in the 
identification of potential team members. The scenarios will also indicate how, in a particular context, specific 
obligations may arise, specific responsibilities may be created and discharged effectively, and specific rights 
may be generated. The scenarios will include cases where a team is not created from scratch but “evolves“ 
out of an existing team, a new project is created, linked with the existing project (parent-child relation) but with 
access controlled through an attribute set that has ‚evolved‘ from the ‘old’ one (i.e., it has some new attributes, 
and may drop some of the old ones). A new MOU is created reflecting the current set of attributes (and any 
associated changes in obligations, responsibilities and rights). 

Members in the parent project are candidates to become members of the new project team if they currently 
satisfy the new set of attribute conditions (the predicate controlling the access gate to the new project’s team), 
but they can only become members of the new team when they have signed up to the new MOU. Becoming 
a member of the new project’s team does not imply giving up membership of the parent project, but neither is 
the automatic membership inheritance.
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